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Become a
Monthly Sponsor of
BAMN and UEAALDF

Coalition to Defend
Affirmative Action, Integration
& Immigrants Rights, and Fight for
Equality By Any Means Necessary
www.BAMN.com
United For Equality and Affirmative
Action Legal Defense Fund
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Detroit, Michigan 48224
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Coalition to Defend
Affirmative Action,
Integration & Immigrant
Rights & Fight for Equality
By Any Means Necessary
United For Equality &
Affirmative Action
Legal Defense Fund

Monthly Sponsor of
BAMN/UEAALDF

BUILDING a movement requires passion

and insight, as well as sufficient financial
and other resources. Maintaining these
resources requires a solid and stable income
from our loyal supporters. As a monthly
sponsor you will be helping meet the basic
needs of our dedicated, full time volunteers,
most of whom are students and
youth. Your regular contribution can ensure that we continue to push American society in the direction of progress and provide a foundation for young people from
the poorest sectors of this society to rise
and become its greatest leaders. Every
contribution we receive, whether large or
small, is important! Monthly sponsorship is
especially essential because it helps provide
a foundation of financial stability that allows
us to strengthen our administrative and
organizational capacity.
Monthly sponsors receive regular updates
on the campaigns we're building, and DVDs
documenting our movement as we grow .
To become a monthly sponsor, fill out the
required information and choose the
level of your sponsorship. You will be
mailed a thank you and receipt as soon as
your information is processed.

Yes! I want to donate the following amount per
month to ___ BAMN or ___ UEAALDF

□ $500
□ $250
□ $100
□ $50
□ $25
□ $10
____(other)

Credit Card #

Visa

United for Equality and Affirmative
Action Legal Defense Fund (UEAALDF)
is a 501(c)(3) organization. As the taxexempt affiliate of BAMN, UEAALDF
coordinates the legal defense, education,
and administrative aspects our work.
Contributions made to UEAALDF are
tax deductible.
UEAALDF EIN: 38-36266850

MasterCard

Contributions made to BAMN are unrestricted and can be used for political
and electoral purposes. Contributions
made to BAMN are not tax deductible.

Exp. date

Signature

Billing Address

City

Your support is important to us. Thank
you.

Method of Payment

Choose where you would like to us to
direct your contribution...

Zip Code

Phone

Email

Apt.

State
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UEAA.net, BAMN.com
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